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My Boomer Background
So what started my quest to find out truth about health? There is nothing more apt to create a
desire for good health as not having it. We find that most of the natural health ‘gurus’ started
their quest in an effort to obtain or regain their own health.
Paul Braggs, and Norman Walker, are examples of this
principle. Jack La Laine, master of fitness, came from an
unhealthy, junk‐food background; he called himself a sickly,
pimply teen, but he adopted a career in seeking health and
fitness on being inspired in his youth by attending lectures
by Paul Braggs.
I was born in the early baby boomer wave right after the
war ended. Not tolerating basic cow’s milk as an infant, I
was raised on a ‘formula’ of white flour, brown sugar and
butter cooked in water to a thin gruel, called ‘butter soup’.
I developed Asthma in late infancy after well‐meaning
doctors removed my tonsils at the ripe‐old age of 9 months.
In early childhood I was in and out of hospital so much that
there was not a room on the children’s ward of our small
city hospital that I was not familiar with.
We ate white bread and lots of sweets. As a toddler I used
to love to sneak the dog biscuits that were fed to my Granny’s dogs and I know now that was
because back then in the early days of the pet‐food industry, they were made of whole grain.
When I started school my most common lunch was brown sugar sandwiches with buttered white
bread. My entire childhood was a binge on candy, sweet pastries, cakes and occasional ice‐cream.
My English Granny would often make huge trays of English toffee with raisins in it and they were
on the sideboard most of the time. We would all break off pieces and munch away. We just didn’t
know that these ‘foods’ were harmful. Mom made trays of fudge, but none of us mastered
Granny’s fine art of English raisin toffee. (Just as well)

The real saving grace I had in childhood was that my
father was an avid gardener and as a result we always
had an abundance of fresh vegetables during the
growing season. We always had a good store of local
fruit; apples in a cold storage room and tomatoes and
local fruit bottled for the winter.
Daddy used to fish for trout from the many local streams
which at that time were largely uncontaminated and we
often had fresh trout for breakfast. While we know that
fish is not a healthful choice today, sixty years ago they
were a pretty nutritious food and source of omega oils
My Father Fishing for Trout
which had not even been heard of then. I often wish my
parents, and later myself, had known sooner about the harmfulness of sweets, and cow’s milk, as
if they had been out of the picture; I may have been a much healthier child.
My parents were baptized into the Adventist church when I was four; I still recall witnessing their
baptism. Someone taught them about the vegetarian diet, but not in a knowledgeable way.
Basically they were told that they needed to not eat meat, but instead to eat the various early
gluten and nut‐food products available at that time. Actually these simple foods were better than
the highly refined, chemical ridden fake meats of today, because they did not have all the
chemical additives, and were not as highly processed. They went out and bought a huge supply
and changing suddenly over to this type of food, soon got ill on it. I do not know the details, but
sadly they just turned away from the whole idea of ‘health reform’, threw out the gluten
products and never again attempted a vegetarian diet.
My father especially had the belief that all vegetarians were just craving secretly for a good meal
of meat, and when he would invite such folk to eat with us, to my knowledge he always served
them meat; a sad situation indeed for them and us also. He had contempt and ridicule for the
very idea of a vegetarian diet, and I grew up mirroring the same attitude. As you might expect,
this also stood squarely in the way of the health counsel of the Spirit of Prophecy having much
influence in our home. However, I always enjoyed the gluten or nut‐loaf dishes whenever I got a
chance to have them. These were made in the basement industry of one of our neighbors and
canned right there in their home a few doors down the road and I often was sent to purchase
some of these fairly nutritious products.
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My Father in his well‐kept Garden

Vegetarianism did not present itself as a legitimate option in
my life, until I met my husband‐to‐be. When we were
becoming acquainted, I started one day making fun of the
vegetarian diet in the way I had learned to do in my home. I
was surprised and chagrined when he replied that he was
trying to be a vegetarian, and that this was extremely
important to him. He asked me if I would read a book if he
lent it to me. Being an avid reader, I agreed, and for the first
time came in contact with the real arguments for this way of
life from angles I knew nothing about. The book was
‘Nutrition for Life’ by the Drs. Rosenvold. I accepted this truth
and one of my wedding gifts, from an old family friend, was
the cookbook put out by these same authors, a valuable work
indeed, with much useful information as well as recipes.

Basically I would have to say, in this era of my life, that although I had embraced vegetarianism, it
did not interfere much with my sugar addiction and ice‐cream habit. I could lecture to others
about a healthy diet, but I was really a self‐righteous hypocrite. It was not all that rare for my
husband and myself to get a large container of ice‐cream and eat it all in an evening.
There was one time though that sugar ceased to reign in my life. When I was expecting my first
child I cut all sugar out of my diet. Somewhere I had read that if a mother had no refined sugar
during her pregnancy, the teeth of the child would be much stronger. Now many people think
this is not so, because a baby is not born with visible teeth. However, the fact is that tiny buds for
both the baby teeth and adult teeth are formed in gestation and it does work. Tooth decay comes
from within, not from without. Dr Melvin Page, A dentist, discovered that serum calcium levels
are adversely affected by refined foods, especially sugar in the diet. He could tell by examining
the teeth, what was out of balance in the diet of a person, and confirmed it by blood studies. He
developed a dietary program that not only stopped tooth decay, but cured many diseases. My
son had perfect teeth up until adulthood, when some were damaged in an accident; never had a
single cavity. (And no, he was not raised on fluoridated water either.)
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Too bad that at first I dropped the good habit when not pregnant—If I would have known what I
have learned since then, I would have left refined sugar forever, which, of course, I now have,
much to my benefit and actual enjoyment. It was not long until the sugar bowl and contents
were gone from my home; however binges of sweets still occurred, until I realized that if a ‘Treat’
is harmful to health, it is not a real treat at all!
Quest for Answers

I went through as an RN in my adult years and this marked a place in my life that really began my
quest of health lore. When I went into nurses training, I had the belief that Doctors and
Registered Nurses were just the epitome of knowledge. I thought they knew it all, and just had to
look at you and they could tell just what state of health you were in and they knew just what to
do about it.
With me this had come about naturally as I had been ill so much as a child and exposed a lot to
the medical professionals and their arrogance.
They were almost godlike figures to me at times. I
think others have this problem as well, and that’s
what makes them so compliant with the medical
people’s wishes, when really they should be
questioning every step of the way. After all, would
you walk into a car lot and tell the sales‐person,
“Whatever you think is right for me I will buy. Just
give me the paper and let me sign it.” But how
much more important to you is your health than a
car?
As a first year student I did learn many wonderful things, I don’t deny that at all, but that amazing
secret knowledge I thought was there, just wasn’t. Well, we still looked at those wonderful RNs
with their black‐bands, certainly they knew it all! On we went to second and third year; and now
the new, first year students sort of looked up to us; but that godlike wisdom still eluded us, even
when they pinned the mystical black band to our hats. After graduating I took various post grad
studies, getting certified for gerontology, rehab and then Emergency Room and Resus.
Then I shifted gears and took courses in Natural Nutrition Counseling; and later became a Master
Herbalist. One natural modality seemed to point to another and I soon had a colonic therapy
certificate; Chinese traditional modalities and courses in Shiatsu. Much of this training was taken
after I was unable to work, having become disabled by a viral form of Chronic Fatigue syndrome,
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called Myalgic‐Encephalitis, which I came in contact with while working in the Emergency Room
of a Toronto hospital.
Searching for a way out

Being face with the reality of being disabled and no longer able to nurse, spurred me on in my
quest for a road back to health. I tried massage, Physio, all kinds of fad diets and ‘natural’
potions, hoping to find some ‘magic bullet’ answer; and all I did was waste piles of money. I know
for sure now I would have had better success had I simply rested and allowed nature time to heal
its own self. Especially if I had left alone all the Eastern modalities of Yoga, Tai Chi, Shiatsu and
Kung Fu, because they are a mixture of truth and error; after all, error must always be mixed with
SOME truth or it would not fool people like it does. All the real truth and solid benefits I already
had in the works of Ellen White, which Adventists often refer to as the Spirit of Prophecy; but
often the yen for the exotic takes us westerners to search in strange places for the ‘magic bullet’
solution.
I never did really get the bottom line on a diet or healing program that made a sustainable
difference at that time. Many supplements and herbal potions promised the world, but only took
your money and delivered nothing. I will address some of these things more in later chapters.
Some Therapies Valuable

One therapy DID make a difference; it was Colonic Irrigation. I was still on many medications—
inhalers, and steroids of and on, for Asthma control. All through my nursing career, I had to carry
at least one puffer at all times, and use it every four hours or so. I kept trying to break free from
this drug slavery but had gotten nowhere. Specialists had warned I could never be drug free, and
said if I kept trying I would kill myself. The side effects of these things were distressing, and so I
kept trying anyway. I just knew there had to be a way out.
One day I learned about a Colonic Therapy Clinic in the area, and because my Mom had a lot of
bowel problems, I decided to take her there, and for moral support I would take the therapy also.
We went and both of us benefitted, but especially me, much to my astonishment; after the first
irrigation, I did not have to use my puffers for almost a month! When we returned I found the
same thing again.
Then I learned about a wonderful invention, the colonic‐therapy board, which allows simple
colon‐hydrotherapy to be done in the privacy of one’s home. We both bought ourselves a setup
and I said goodbye to being chained to asthma‐drug dependency. After so many decades I could
say “Pooey” to the Puffers, once I knew how to cleanse the mucous linings of my colon! I later
took the course and became fully certified in colonic therapy.
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My Mother’s Diverticulitis was also healed in time, through the use of the home colonic board
treatments. However this modality, great blessing as it was to me, did not have much help to
offer for the encephalitis, some for sure, but not as dramatically as with the asthma. I kept
searching.
Finding the Way

Being able to get a truly efficient diet, one that was reasonable to afford, and could be
maintained consistently without suffering from constant cravings and hunger, still eluded me. I
tried raw juicing; juice fasts; (Fasting was always a fiasco for me and I could not seem to continue
for any reasonable amount of time.) smoothies; supplements galore and so on, but the big fact
for me was that I had not been able to get a true vegetarian diet pattern that I could stick to. I
read theories galore and tried almost everything, but would find it impossible to adhere to after a
week or so. WHY? I did not know the answers.
One of the reasons for my failure to find something that would help and that I could follow
consistently was that I was trying programs and therapies that were focused on LIMITING the
intake in some way or another. My body was badly depleted and toxic; fasting and extreme
cleansing programs only stirred the pot and caused trouble. My body required nourishing,
chemical free, non‐toxic food. Ignoring my body’s distress signals, while trying to stick to some
cleansing or fasting program, just didn’t work. Damaged bodies need care, not punishment.
Steps Forward

There are two important considerations that I learned during this
time, the first being something I gradually came into more and
more knowledge of, and must really admit that only recently have I truly realized the extent of
the problem and far reaching consequences of it; and that was becoming savvy to chemical food
additives and their deleterious and addictive properties.
Before my illness, I had not known of the dangers of Aspartame and NutraSweet, and was a great
user of ‘sugarless gum’ to freshen the breath when nursing. I am sure this helped to contribute to
the brain and nervous system damage. Later I learned of MSG, and later still of the aliases and so
called ‘natural’ MSG such as is found in soy sauce, soy meats and Bragg’s Liquid Aminos. Now I
realize that avoiding refined and processed foods is vital to the healing progression. No matter
how much soy sauces are claimed to be ‘natural’, they are still highly processed substances
containing neuro‐excitotoxins!
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The Wonder of Water

One day a friend came and gave me a most wonderful book. It is called
“Your Body’s Many Cries for Water” by Dr. Batmanghelidj, and I highly
recommend it to all my readers. As I read of the wonderful effects that
just drinking adequate water could have on one’s health, I was very
impressed. It has been my practice to look well to my water supply ever
since.
Investing in Knowledge

In the fall of 2011, I decided to make a big investment and take the eCornell University course by
T. Colin Campbell in Whole Food Plant Based Diet. I feared it was just another waste of money;
but it has paid off. From what I learned there I came closer to my goal of finding a diet plan that
could be a sustainable way of life for me, and take me closer to optimal health; without feeling
like I was going to collapse or starve after a few days. There were still answers I needed however,
I had not yet arrived. I now signed up for the John Robbins Food Summit and later the Vegan‐
palooza Vegetarian World Summit. Through material gained there and also through links
acquired to other books, DVDs and online info, I finally hit the target and found answers to the
dilemma of ‘Walking the Talk’.
I now have a sustainable, Vegan lifestyle that is doing wonders to rebuild my badly damaged
body. It is sustainable, affordable, good for the environment, and I really enjoy it day after day! It
is the Whole Food Plant‐based Diet I learned about in the university course, and fledged out with
later studies which have filled in the gaps.
My most recent power‐house discovery has come about through the amazing ingenuity of a dear
Russian lady dedicated to saving her family from chronic and terminal illness; Victoria Boutenko—
the Green Smoothie Queen of the Raw Boutenko Family. Like her, I too have found that nothing
heals, energizes and sustains like a high intake of greens, through eating, and juicing, but
especially in Green Smoothies! I have become a Green‐Smoothie Guzzler and Hustler too! Try it!
The rejuvenation has to be experienced to be believed!
My Journey has paid off! Here are some waymarks I found along the way.
TwentyOne Quick Tips to help you Start Your Journey

1: Use a variety of Whole Plant based foods: Fruit, Veggies, Whole Grains, Seeds and some Nuts.
“In grains, fruits, vegetables, and nuts are to be found all the food elements that we need.”
{Testimony Studies on Diet and Foods 125.}
2: Avoid all artificial sweeteners as well as MSG in its many disguises.
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3. Avoid all types of refined salt and use natural, unrefined salt moderately.
4. Use no refined or extracted sugars; if sweetness is really needed, dates or date‐sugar is
unrefined and by far the most wholesome. If honey is used, let it be sparingly.
5. Avoid all extracted, refined and processed oils; some advocate using extra virgin olive and
virgin coconut oils sparingly in cooking and flax oil on salads. Primarily it is best to cook without
any added fats or oils, especially if you have heart disease.
6. Phase out all man‐made supplements, with the exception of B12, unless you have a clear
indication from blood work that they are needed. Taking in nutrients separated from their natural
source, creates imbalance and confusion in the ‘Symphony of the Cells’.
7. Make sure you get into the sun for that wonderful D stuff. Use no chemical sun‐blockers: use
sun hats and clothing as sun‐shielding when needed.
8. Exercise is essential; get onto something simple and good, like walking. Start small and work
up to a full fitness program that you enjoy and maintain it.
9. Ignore the many faddists that try to sell you on any diet that greatly limits your Whole‐Food‐
Plant‐Based freedom.
10. Use plenty of raw, but freely use wisely‐cooked whole foods as well.
11. Freely use whole, starchy foods; Potatoes, Grains, Sweet Potatoes, Winter Squash, even
Whole Grain bread and pasta, which is best to be organic, and find increased energy and freedom
from hunger cravings.
12. Eat as much as you want at mealtimes, until you are satisfied, but not stuffed.
13. If cooking, use simple dishes with 2 or 3 main ingredients, prepared as close as possible to
their natural state.
14. Be aware of good food‐combining but don’t make it a slave‐master.
15. Eat a wide variety of foods from day to day but only 2 or 3 dishes at one meal.
16. Find a good source of distilled or reverse osmosis water and drink generously between meals
to hydrate your body. Use purified water also in the preparation of your food.
17. Eat Plants not Animals or animal products; nothing with a face or a mother!
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18. For the most part, if man made it, don’t eat it: break free from cravings by ditching all
processed and refined foods and foods with chemical additives; that includes fake‐meats that are
really only vegetarian junk food.
19. Avoid unnecessary excitement and get enough rest and sleep.
20. Just the Flax Folks! Get whole flax seed (either golden or regular) at a bulk store; use a little
coffee‐grinder to fresh‐grind 2 Tablespoons per person; use it on your cereal or fruit daily for the
single best boost to your health!
21. Discard the belief that you must convince others to do as you do, or that somehow you must
have their approval to make life‐changes. As Jesus said about Lazarus, “Loose him and let him
go”; do that for yourself and rejoice in your God‐given freedom. “If the Son therefore shall make
you free, ye shall be free indeed.” John 8:36.
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